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In today's era of science & technology, every industry is using geospatial information technology as a key tool for its information
rich and user friendly visual interface that helps real time business decision making and boost business processes. SPATIAL
EARTH provides geospatial technological services to enhance the integration of geospatial data with your entire business
workflows which results in cost effective data management and excellencies in business operations. With extensive
experience in mapping industry, SPATIAL EARTH keeps up-to-date with emerging technologies, while focussing on quality,
innovation and reliability.

WHO WE ARE
SPATIAL EARTH is world's leading service provider for professional support in Geographical Information System (GIS) and
Remote Sensing (RS) activities dedicated for all our global customers. We focussed on providing geospatial solutions and
consultancy with a primary objective to orient its utility to the specific needs of each client.
Our solutions and consultancy services are being targeted towards the clients functioning in infrastructure, Water Resources,
Mining and exploration, Agriculture, Environment and Climate Change.

WE
SPECIALIZE
FOR YOU

BUSINESS
SPATIAL EARTH embraces every industry including Banking,
Insurance, Logistics and Media. We provide consultancy on
project planning, evaluation, monitoring and economic analysis,
techno-economic feasibility studies, Global market research,
collaborations and transformations, corporate planning and
formulating business plan management, operations &
management, financial restructuring and turnaround
management, policy framing. Our dedicated solutions with
efficient use of geospatial technologies enhance operational
excellence and profitability of the every business.

NATURAL RESOURCES
SPATIAL EARTH delivers geospatial technology solutions in
natural resources management including Agriculture,
Forestry, Mining and Explorations, Oil and Gas and Renewable
energy. Our technology solution bridges the gap between
public and the technology and adds geospatial awareness and
intelligence to everyone's routine job. In addition, for precision
agriculture, landscape visualization, sustainable forest
management, Digital terrain modelling, Oil & gas exploration,
Hydrological modelling and Site suitability analysis, we are
there for you.

GOVERNMENT
National, State and local Governments trust our geospatial
technology solutions to establish and regulate their policies and
to strengthen the citizen's welfare. We grips every department in
the administration, from operational solutions through quick and
easy decision support systems, policemen, fire-fighters and the
leading officers use our dedicated solutions in emergency
response in the areas of detection, risk assessment, mitigation
and prevention, preparedness, response and recovery. Our
effective health care system and services works in
epidemiological and public health monitoring.

UTILITIES
Geospatial technology becomes a powerful tool in the Utility
sector for Power, electricity, gas, telecommunication and water
and waste water management. From network design to outage
management, utility data management contains more than 80
percent of spatial components in it. Utility and
telecommunication businesses use SPATIAL EARTH's GIS
consultancy and services for outage management, emergency
response, gas distribution, analyzing relationships among signal
coverage, revenues, customer inquiries and gap analysis.

ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT & CONSERVATION
SPATIAL EARTH provides geospatial technological solutions &
services worldwide in ecology labs, parks, planning &
management agencies and non-profit organisations to
promote sustainable growth. Many of our clients working in
watershed development uses our geospatial solutions for
wetland, water quality mapping, streamline alignment,
channel characteristics, seasonal flow and mapping of natural
features in the existing habitat. We also focussed on
landscape; marine GIS including coastal information, deep
water phenomena covering current, temperature, salinity, bio
and ecological mass; wildlife conservation including habitat,
vegetation, species, mapping and management.

SCIENCE & EDUCATION
SPATIAL EARTH embraces research and development, libraries
and museums, schools, colleges & universities. We help
students and researchers of all streams to use geospatial tools
to implement various projects. This makes it easier for them to
store, analyse and query data. We take major initiative to
provide academic & vocation trainings for everyone.

OUR TOUCH

Innovation & Emerging Technologies
We continuously focus on both industry-driven and technologydriven innovations to stay ahead. Therefore, SPATIAL EARTH
embraces all emerging technologies while progressing on
continued innovations.

User Friendly
High-end and complex software solutions suppress the majority of
users to efficient use of your corporate resources. SPATIAL EARTH
stands for user friendly, simple and dynamic solutions, allowing
geospatial knowledge throughout your industry. Geospatial data
can visualise with every desktop, mobile or web device by using
Smart and integrated solutions.

Integration & Operational Effectiveness
To obtain the desired results, integration of GIS in your workflow,
organization and business processes is of higher importance than
the used technology. SPATIAL EARTH strongly believes that GIS is
not an island, but a core part of your business, just as your data does
not belong in separate silos but in a comprehensive corporate
solution.

Decision Support & Corporate Governance
Geospatial technology solutions needs to get into the decision
making process. Geospatial knowledge needs to integrate
throughout the organisations, just like CRM, SAP or ERP. SPATIAL
EARTH believes in a alliance model with cloud based processes to
enable quick information to decision makers on all levels within your
organisation.

Consultancy & Dedicated Services
SPATIAL EARTH simplifies your job and trust that no single technology can solve your problem. It requires the complete package: technical
solutions, integration maps, consultancy, training and support. We understand your challenges. So, We deliver the solutions.

CHOOSING SPATIAL EARTH

A strong strategy, design and functioning capability
Provide bespoke solutions
Strong customer relationship and satisfaction
Competent prices
Value for money

Proficient working practices
Quality assurance & responsibility
Increase profitability of the client's business
An experience multi-disciplinary team from a range of
sectors
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